I would like to thank Yellow Cloud and the circle, Tom and Kevin for allowing us to use their seance room for
the further development of Joanne-Marie and myself, Isabelle and Marie-Jeanne, Inge and Sylvana and of
course to see the new development of Tom and Kevin and their wonderful spirit team.
First to sit was Jo and wow I was nearly in tears of joy at what our spirit team did, bangs on the cabinet ,
children running around (whom I adore) sticks being thrown, one of our guides spoke a few words to the
sitters, lots going on, there is so much more to learn and go forward with. Thank you so much to our spirit
team you have worked so very hard on our behalf so together we can go forward working together as one.
The next evening Isabelle sat, the energy was so strong and Red Cloud spoke to us. After a short time the
red light went on for her transfiguration demonstration, so many many clear faces people seeing their loved
ones, Jo saw her beloved dad John and he turned and looked at her, that was just fab. Freddie Mercury was
seen by many just to name two thank you to her spirit team and for the private message for me from Red
Cloud.
Then our Tom and Kevin next to sit energy higher still. Mr John Campbell Sloan came through and spoke to
the Four Leaf Clover group to set the record straight about Warren.
Dear Irene now so grown up showed us the trumpet moving at great speed, the sticks, ping pong balls bangs
all her favorite things she is such a joy. Then dear Phil Starr thanks for the banter dear friend you do make us
laugh just the same as on the earth plane and then Jonathon Sinclair with words of wisdom.
Then Kevin put on the red light for transfiguration, wow what a difference just like 3D faces so clear, arms
extended so long, at one point I thought that Tom was coming out of the cabinet, what a wonderful start to
the night. We then had 30 minute break time for a drink and other earth plane needs.
Now back in seance room energy so high Indians dancing it was fantastic, Red Cloud and another wonderful
sitting with Tom and Kevin and the Yellow Cloud circle and spirit team.
Last but not least to sit was Inge and Sylvana again the energy so high after a while in the cabinet Inga was
asked to come forward from the cabinet, now we are sitting in a circle of energy, harmony and totally love
the feelings are so hard to put down on paper joy, peace and so much more, I had the feeling of going into
trance and others I believe felt the same way.
The end to such a wonderful week of learning. progressing and going forward with so much love.
Old friend reunited (earth plane) and new friend and true friends made yes that's you Tom Kerr and Julia.
Thank you once again Yellow Cloud and your circle and to you dearest Tom and Kevin for your love to us and
the help you and your spirit team give to so many of us.
God Bless you all

Ann Morris

